**Week 7: The Eighteenth Century World**

*Baroque Echoes*

Schönbrunn  
near Vienna; begun 1695; J.B. Fischer von Erlach, patron Emperor Leopold

Peterhof  
St. Petersburg, Russia; 1716-17; Leblond, patron Peter the Great; 1747-52; reconstructed by Bartolomeo Francesco Rastrelli, for daughter Elizabeth

Hampton Court  
outside London; begun c. 1520; patron Cardinal Wolsey

*English Landscape School*

Plan for a *jardin anglaise* by Bettini

Elements  
Cascade, “Wilderness Stream” and Philosopher’s Pavilion at La Bagatelle  
Bois de Boulogne, Paris; 1777; owner Comte d’Artois

Grotto at Painshill Park  
Cobham, Surry ENG; 1738-73; owner/designer Charles Hamilton

Meadows and Tree Plantings at Petworth  
Pulborough, ENG; 1750's; Capability Brown

Old Mill and Gothic Eyecatcher at Rousham  
Oxfordshire, ENG; 1730's; William Kent

Le Hameau  
Grounds of Versailles, FR; 1781; Richard Mique & Hubert Robert, patron Marie Antoinette

Temple of Piety, Fountains Abbey and Gothic Tower at Studley Royal  
North Yorkshire: 1721-42 and 1760's; owner/designer John Aslabie, son William

Gothic Temple at Painshill Park  
c.1750; after a design by Batty Langley

Temple of Philosophy and Tomb of Rousseau  
Ermenonville; ca. 1778; owner/designer, Marquis d’Ermenonville
Ruined Column and Turkish Tent at Le Desert de Retz
Chambourcy, (near Paris), FR; 1780's

Chinese Pagoda and Mosque at Kew Gardens
London; 1762; Sir William Chambers

Temple of Apollo at Stourhead
Wiltshire, ENG; mid-18th c.; Lancelot “Capability” Brown

Projects

Castle Howard
Yorkshire, ENG; ca. 1700-1750; Vanbrugh, Hawkesmoor and other; owner/designer, Charles Howard, Earl of Carlisle
• Pyramid Gate, 1719
• Carrmire Gate, 1730, Hawkesmoor

Chiswick
London; begun 1725; owner/designer, Robert Boyle, Lord Burlington (with William Kent)
• Ionic Temple
• The Exedra

Stowe
Buckinghamshire, ENG; 1700-1790
Charles Bridgeman; William Kent; Capability Brown
• Temples of Ancient and Modern Virtue
• Temple of British Worthies
• Palladian Bridge
• Queen’s and Grecian Temples
• Gothic Temple; 1741; James Gibbs

Names and Terms
Picturesque and Sublime; garden folly; berm; ha-ha; greensward; pastoral; chinoiserie; ferme ornée; jardin anglaise; Elysian fields